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Tobler: Karl G. Maeser's German Background, 1828-1856: The Making of Zion

maesers
Mae sers german background
kari G maeyers
karl
kad
1856
18281856
1828
the making of zions teacher
douglas F tobler
fuller and more immediate effectiveness of a great
spirit than that possible through his works these show only a
part of his being the entirety flows pure and wholly through his
living personal self in a way which cannot be proved in detail
nor investigated nor even wholly thought his real self is taken up
by his contemporaries and handed on to generations to follow
it is this quiet and it cannot be otherwise described magical
effect of great spiritual natures that carries an ever growing
thought from generation to generation from nation to nation
and allows it to rise with ever greater might and extension
written works literature then take it mummified as it were
over those gaps which the living effectiveness can no longer leap 1

there

is a

humboldt s characterization of the effective teacher is surely
true of a transplanted german karl G maeser who at forty eight
years of age came to provo in 1876 at the request of brigham
young to give new impetus to the brigham young academy and
to provide it with the proper academic and religious balance contemporaries and succeeding generations alike have properly recognized maeser as BYU s spiritual architect 2 one whose
douglas F tobler is associate professor of history at brigham young university
wilhelm von humboldt from ueber schiller und den gang seiner geistesent
wicklung
wic klung in marianne cowan ed and trans humanist without portfolio detroit
wickluno
wayne state university press 1963 p 164
ernest L wilkinson brigham young university the first hundred years
provo brigham young university press 1975
1975s p 77ff maeser was praised by
president francis M lyman
dr karl G maeser has done for me directly and
charles W
indirectly through my children more good than any other educator
president heber J grant
nibley 1 I could sit in the dust at the feet of this man
who said brother maeser was one of three people his mother and john R winder
two who were getting along in years whom he hoped would still be
were the other atwol
twol
and senator reed smoot
his
alive when he returned from his mission to japan
undoubted faith in god his unselfish devotion to a knowledge of his profession his
spirit of self sacrifice together with a powerful personal magnetism softened with a
true love and personal interest in every student are characteristics that won my love
other similar tributes are in dr karl
and admiration for dr karl G maeser
G maeser memorial brigham young university quarterly volume 31 february
1907 and volume 311 november 1934
155
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work was highly valued by the church authorities for he not
only turned out educated men and women but turned them out
latter day saints prepared alike for the ordinary duties of life
the work of the schoolroom and the labors of the mission field 3

A portrait of maeser s brigham young academy in its earliest
years reveals a small group of committed saints lovingly nurturing
the fledgling institution through practical struggles for existence
while at the same time charting its unique spiritual intellectual
course within the great basin kingdom the list of devoted supporters is long then as now it included faculty trustees administrators
trators and students each offering his own talents and training for
Tal mages
the benefit of the whole to betaught
be taught werethe
were the james E talmages
balmages
merethe
Hick mans N L nelsons
hickmann
sutherlands
Nel sons george Sut
belsons
josiah hickmans
herlands amy brown
clymans and countless other eager and not so eager students to
lymans
himself although
provide the funds there were brigham young
younghimself
not for long abraham 0 smoot harvey cluff uncle jesse
knight and others who believed in the enterprise and were willing
to sacrifice
sacri fice for it
this steacher
teacher whom sensitive
but while we often pay tribute to thisteacher
thl
thi
students like talmage and nelson admired to the point of hero
worship 4 little has been known of those sources of maeser s character world view and educational philosophy which qualified him
for the trusted calling he received and which formed the basis for
his later success as a teacher in zion 5 it is the purpose of this essay
to illuminate his european background to attempt to put his life s
work in historical perspective
the traditional picture of maeser s early life depicting him as
orson
rson F whitney history of utah 4 vols

salt lake city george Q cannon

1904 4328
ign
maeyers
vorbriicke
bracke
brache near meissen saxonon
Sax onon 19
vorbracke
Mae sers birthplace in Vor
salonon
in a speech at maesers
november 1926 president james E talmage of the european mission recalled his
relationship with maeser years before
together we have hungered and eaten
thirsted and drunk in periods of quiet converse sanctified by such love and trust as
would be fitting between father and son karl G maeser has told and taught me
the way of repentance and the indispensability thereof
in honor of dr karl
1926 775
G maeser millennial star 88 9 december 1926773
773
in 1919 in response to a request to evaluate what parts ofbrother
of brother maeser s
legacy to the church schools should be retained N L nelson described his relationship to his mentor and 1I who revered bro maeser as perhaps no mere son could
have done who for a dozen intimate years was his secretary and was even chosen
when he wanted things done 1I who listened breathlessly to his every word and never
arn
really outgrew the awe 1I first had for him as a boy am
ain not unworthy 1I hope to take
jutie 1919 david 0
julie
up this challenge
N L nelson to david 0 mckay 27 june
mckay papers church historical department
maeyers
maesers
Mae sers biography by his son reinhard devotes a scant twelve pages to his
german background see reinhard maeser karl G maeser A biography provo
pp 921
9 21
brigham young university 1928 ap
& sons
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educated in the best of
an authoritarian prussian aristocrat
germany s schools a professor one of that country s intellectual
elite
one of its foremost educators who gave up wealth position and prestige to come to america for the gospel s sake is at
best an incomplete and distorted stereotype understandably
fashioned by grateful family and students whose understanding of
the realities of nineteenth century germany s education and culture was colored primarily by their own frontier experiences 6 what
seemed aristocratic or intellectually elite in the valleys of the
wasatch was not necessarily so in a germany basking in worldwide
cultural and educational preeminence moreover maeser himself
may have wittingly and unwittingly contributed to this image of his
past in the minds of his utah contemporaries by the absence of his
own written firsthand accounts of his early life his kissinger like
german accent the external authoritarian bearing his unforget
atouch
bably
tably formal frock coat and a anouch
touch of his own forgivable vanity 7
in any case when maeser arrived in provo he brought a philosophy
of life and education which derived from a happy marriage of his
german experiences and training and the philosophical and metaphysical truths of the gospel to form in him a whole man and
a whole philosophy of education in the mormon context his lifelong friend fellow teacher and brother in law eduard schoenfeld
has correctly pointed out how both elements united for the first
time gave maeser the ideal purpose and meaning to his own life
84
ap 81
wilkinson BYU pp
8184
dr maeser s legacy to the church schools
brigham young university quarterly 11 february 1906 is an excellent example of
maeyers
maesers
misrepresentation of Mae
sers training social and educational status see also R
maeser karl G maeser p 11 mabel maeser tanner karl G maeser my grandfather maeser file BYU archives alma P burton quotes a statement by N L
maeyers
Mae sers standing in the german academic comnelson which seriously overstates maesers
munity alma P burton karl G maeser salt lake city deseret book 1953

p 10

inn presenting his complete picture of brother maeser N L nelson wrote
considering how deeply his life and ideals helped to shape my own I1 am loath to

record one other instance in addition to irascibility of weakness especially in
his declining years his work as an educator had borne such exceptional traits in
character that wherever he went he became the object of extravagant praise and he
liked it adulation became the nectar to which he looked forward on every occasion
illustrations of how sweet it became to him would be cruel to his memory and indeed
which of us under like circumstances would remember christ s admonition let not
thy right hand know what thy left hand doeth
boeth
N L nelson to david 0
mckay 27 june 1919 mabel maeser tanner quotes from her grandfather s diary
which has not been found an observation which gives an inflated view of his
impressions of extreme unfriendliness toward the cormons
mormons
status in germany
Mor mons
had grown up in this land as elsewhere and yet in the home of us prominent
educators in the center of this cultural center of the kingdom of saxony we men
of community standing were entertaining them and listening respectfully as the
principles of this unpopular gospel were expounded to us mabel tanner my

grandfather
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as well as to what he thought mankind could become if they could
receive this complete form of education 8 maeser not only experienced a kind of intellectual and existential joy from his whole
philosophy of life but he also saw it as a principle for the per
fectability of mankind if maeser later on appeared to be rigid
when confronted with the pedagogical reform ideas of his succes
cessors
sors his reluctance was probably actuated as much by a con-

viction of having discovered certain philosophical and pedagogical
absolutes as by personal intransigence or obstinacy 9 finally
maeser s own by german standards inferior kind of academic
training ironically prepared him better for the later achievement in
the pioneer society in america than it would have in his native
germany here he was able to implement the ideas derived from his
philosophical mentors humboldt goethe schiller hegel and the
classical idea
idealists
lists of the late enlightenment as well agthe
as
the radical
asthe
iozzi and his disciples
tozzi
Pesta lozzi
pedagogical notions of johann heinrich pestalozzi
friedrich froebel and jean herbart had maeser received the usual
german university education of the nineteenth century instead of the
second class normal school preparation then frowned upon in
germany he would along with hundreds of other teachers have
fallen victim to the specialization relativism and amoral value
structure which at the time was the pride and later the bane of the
german educational system with the addition of mormonism s
certainty of god s existence and the moral principles deriving therefrom maeser was prepared like an educational don quixote
to offer all students old and young rich and poor gifted and slow
the education of the whole man which as both his mentors and
he envisioned would bring freedom and dignity to each human
being
maeser s beginnings in germany were neither prussian nor
aristocratic born 16 january 1828 to unmarried10
unmarried10 lower middle class
lutheran parents in vorbriicke a village adjacent to the famous
porcelain manufacturing town of meissen a town of some seven
1

11

eduard schoenfeld dr karl G maeser liahona the elders journal 91
august 191182
neison to mckay 27 june 1919
nelson
the documents of the evangelical lutheran church of st john in the
coelln parish record p 340 first entry that carl gottfried maeser was bom
born on
wednesday 16 january 1828 the father was said to be johann gottfried maeser
painter in the manufacturing porcelain plant in meissen the same records show
that maeser s parents were married sunday 10 january 1830 in the same church
staatsarchiv dresden band AA 414 p V this type of so called cavalier indiscretion was common at the time among the lower and lower middle class families
throughout europe all translations by the author
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maesers had lived as peasants and artisans since
thousand where maeyers
the reformation carl he spelled his name this way until he was
a teenager was the oldest of four sons of johann gottfried and
hanna christiana zocher maeser As was the custom for people
of their station grandparents parents and children all lived together in the zocher home where his father had first come as a
boarder until after carl left home at age eleven to attend school
in the saxon capital of dresden fifteen miles away
maeser s father was a porcelain painter artisan at the nearby
plant who according to family tradition believed he could have bebad he not painted for bread too soon 11
come a famous artist had
although painter artisans at the factory were relatively numerous
the quality of the porcelain had declined from its eighteenth century apogee and were paid relatively low wages 12 the prosperity
which came to the entire saxon economy and to the porcelain
industry after saxony joined the prussian customs union in 1831
plus the earnings of father grandfather and later his mother s
brother fritz were sufficient to meet the family s modest but
growing financial needs the family was traditionally lutheran
attending to the usual obligations of membership including pride
that they were not
in martin luther their native son and gratitude thatthey
catholic that maeser unlike many of his intellectual contemporaries
or aries never seriously entertained even in his earnest searching
years becoming a catholic was at least partially due to the religious influence of family and community 13 home life centered on
the extended family relationship with little evidence to suggest unusual education or culture As a child carl was such an avid reader
that he became temporarily blind from it at the age of eleven albad little more than the bible and an almanac to enjoy 14
though he had
during those years the maeser family grew with the addition of
three other sons born between 1830 and 1835 although the two
R maeser

karl G maeser p

13

porcelain painters at the time were considered more artisans than artists of
the 354 workers employed in the factory 121 were considered painters after the
napoleonic wars saxony was required to pay war debts in the amount of seven
million taler assessments were made according to income in meissen an Ark
anist
arkanist
arianist
paid four taler a painter six groschen and a laborer two groschen otto walcha
Por zellan hrsg
unt reibig dresden VEB verlag der kunst
helmeunt
hrag v Helme
meissner porzellan
pp
1973 ap
179 185
pp179185
the age of romanticism as a reaction to the faithless enlightenment and the
french revolution it had helped spawn turned many intellectuals including the
Chateau briand to catholicism in search of refuge from political
schlegel brothers and chateaubriand
and social turmoil see john halsted ed romanticism new york harper and
row 1968 p 17ff
R maeser karl G maeser p 11
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middle boys heinrich and hermann died before the decade was
over

the

schools in meissen had an excellent reputation here carl
received the standard curricular fare of most elementary schools
in prussia hessen and saxony of the regular thirty hour weekly
instruction in the lower middle and upper grades nine hours were
spent on german mostly grammar four hours on religion five
hours for mathematics arithmetic and geometry and the rest
divided among drawing science history geography gymnastics or
needlework and singing 15 however at the apparent insistence of
his paternal grandmother in 1837 or 1858
1838 it was decided to send
aches 16 reDr
young carl to dresden to live with relatives the braches
draches
spected middle class artisans living near the famous old latin
school the kreuzschule
Kreuz schule only recently converted into a moremod
more modmorerod
ern preparatory school gymnasium where he could attend the
school and obtain an education superior to that available in meissen
there carl was to receive the bulk of his formal education beFriedrich stadt nortween 1838 and 1846 before enrolling in the friedrichstadt
mal school program to become a teacher
although the distance from home in meissen to dresden was
ridiculously short a whole new world opened up to the inquisitive
ten year old boy dresden was the capital of royal saxony where
II presided over a sumptuous court and state
frederick august 11
rich in tradition but politically dwarfed between two stronger
neighbors austria and prussia here too was the artistic and cultural center of all germany with architectural achievements and
art collections to enhance its reputation moreover although dresden lacked the intellectual prominence of leipzig the other saxon
city to the north it was more than alive to the political social economic religious and philosophical stirrings which fermented beneath the placid philistine biedermeier surface in the late 1850s
1830s
saxons were still smarting under the division of the old kingdom at
the congress of vienna in 1815 which resulted as punishment by
the great powers russia austria and england for the saxons
collaboration with the hated napoleon scarcely two decades
earlier saxony was also a prominent spawning ground among the
plevi
it lessons for
its
levi seeley the common school system of germany and irs
ap 91
america new york E L kellogg 1896 pp
92
9192

the

ducher
bucher of dresden for the years 1848
Adress
adresshficher
adressbucher
1851 list three drache
18481851
families living at the same address kreuzkirche
Kreuz kirche 10 they were adolf drache
bookbinder for the royal court gottlieb ludwig drache porcelain painter and
gustav julius drache accountant stadtarchiv dresden adressbficher
adressbuchei der stadt
dresden
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youth and intellectuals for a freer more liberal society transcending even the liberties granted in the constitution of 1831 and
for the unification of all german states into a single liberal
german nation state such an institution saxons reasoned would
prussiano
end the hegemony of the arrogant disliked prussians
Prus sians to the north
and the foreign catholic austrians
Austrians on the south that young karl
like the overwhelming majority of the educated youth of his day
was influenced by these political currents is clear from later comments of students as well as by the prominent place the ideals of
political liberty had in his own philosophy 17
equally significant for the saxony of maeser s youth were the
economic and social changes which were transforming it from a
primarily agricultural into a more industrialized and commercial
society these together with the revolutionary increase in population produced pressures for greater productivity throughout the
land while challenging the time honored sociopolitical domination
of the landed aristocracy 18 by the early 1840s an enlarged middle
class composed of industrialists businessmen academics and studeclassed
dents augmented by artisans de
classed by the emergence of the
factory system joined with an increasingly self conscious industrial
working class to revise the old order peacefully if possible
violently if necessary karl G maeser thus grew up in the same
germany that produced both otto von bismarck and karl marx
but while influenced by some of the same forces which helped
fashion their ideas followed a different course which in the long
run might have a power similar to theirs
the most direct influence during those years however came
from his school experience this same kreuzschule
Kreuz schule had
bad not only
taught many scions of the local nobility and upper bourgeoisie their
earlier had
bad permitted richard
latin and greek but only a few years earlierbad
wagner to daydream his adolescent years through its classes its
objective was to provide in both formal and substantial respects
erastus nielsen noted that maeser actively supported the liberal or constitutional party during the revolutionary years of the forties his whole philosophy
of education was based on the freedom and dignity of the individual as had been
taught by the german humanists see karl G maeser school and fireside provo
pp
ap 32 352 there was a heavy concentration of academics and
skelton 1898
students in the liberal party while fewer found their way into the ranks of both the
dack untersuchungen zur
conservatives and the democrats see heinz georg holldack
hollback
Holl
geschichte der reaction
Reak
hsen 18491855
sachsen
reaktion
Sac
tion in isachsen
1849 1855 berlin matthiesen verlag 1931
p 10

prior to 1840 saxon population grew one percent per year and nineteen percent
between 1815
ke and hellmut kretzschmar saechsische
1840 see rudolf poetzschke
koetzschke
18151840
Koetzsch
geschichte 2 vols dresden C heinrich 1935
2140
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the preparation for the independent study of the arts and sciences
wissenschajten
vissenschaften through a well rounded humanistic and especially
classical education 19 this preparation was for the university training which followed for all who graduated from its program the
educational ideal was to be greek christian and german the attempt being to harmonize greek philosophical ideals with christian principles particularly through the study of greek and latin
in connection with history and mathematics 020 all of this was to
be taught within the framework of a growing german nationalism
students were required to complete six classes of one and one half
years each with the first three years having not more than thirty
six hours of instruction weekly and going down to thirty four and
thirty two hours in the subsequent three year segments with no time
credit given for gymnastics singing or orthography 21 eight to ten
hours were devoted to latin six to greek six to mathematics and
the natural sciences and two or three hours to religion german
history geography and french in order to graduate students were
required to read the classical authors and to be able to speak and
write reasonably well in greek they were expected to know plato
and demosthenes and to read the easier parts of the tragedians 22
O

gei
ehrien unterrichts
friedrich paulsen geschichte des gel
gelehrten
gelehrien
gelehrter
Unter richts
untemchts
2 vols
berlin
walter de gruyter 1921 2354355
2354 355 518
519
518519
201bid
ibid
21
Kreuz schule
while all gymnasia included music in the curriculum the kreuzschule
featured a traditionally excellent boys choir from the best singers among them
undoubtedly maeser belonged and may even have rece
received
ived a small stipend for his
rect
musical ability in any event the choir would go from house to house each sunday
caroling and the serenaded citizens would reward the singers with a donation which
went to pay for their education the choir also presented an evening vespers service
in their resident church the kreuzkirche
Kreuz kirche each saturday evening at six 0 clock here
maeser not only developed his musical talents but also his religious and spiritual
awareness edith krause prenzlau german democratic republic to douglas L
tobler 20 october 1975
paulsen geschichte p 519 the stereotype of prussian or german school discipline has also been heavily distorted not only was there the humboldtian
tian tradition
Humbold
rejecting rote memorization but the pestalozzian concept of love and object
teaching made considerable headway during the nineteenth century maeser was
a product of this pedagogy discipline did not mean brutality the demand for excel lence did not exclude love and compassion testimonies from his former students
cellence
to this effect are legion
we know that the impression prevails among americans that german teachers
spare not the rod and that their manner of discipline is severe if not brutal
A series of visits running into the hundreds covering all classes of schools in all
parts of germany and during a period of four years does not bear out that view of
the case on the contrary the spirit of the great body of teachers is that of kindly
and human interest affectionate solicitude for moral growth and the administration
of justice always tempered with mercy they are from hereditary pedagogical custom
rigid firm and exacting in discipline but that does not mean that there is any lack
of love on the part of the teacher or that the pupils do not love their teachers
indeed the children are generally fond of their teacher and hold him in highest
respect kindness is the rule and harshness the rare exception no doubt there are
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they were also required

to present

latin

essays in the upper classes

as well as a translation into greek plus individual creative works
in french german and mathematics every month each student
was to inform his teacher of the study he had done on his own and
to welcome the teacher into his room to see what he had been
doing with his spare time all of this was according to the laws
governing education in saxony throughout most of the nineteenth
century no wonder maeser s utah students were both awed by
the breadth of his training and taxed by the rigor of his discipline
maeser s years at the kreuzschule
Kreuz schule did however have one unusual feature that left a lifelong impression upon him its principal
ly an aggressive dynamic scholar pedagogue had
Koech
hermann koechly
koechle
already became known as an outspoken critic of the excessive emin the
phasis on latin and rote learning especially of latin works inthe
gymnasium koechly
koechle argued vigorously that it was both a crude
and widely spread erroneous idea that the ability to speak and
13
write latin was the same as a classical education 23
he therefore
formulated his own program which limited the study of latin
renewed the emphasis on greek and increased the reading time
spent in modern languages and the natural sciences in place of
writing and speaking exercises
koechly
koechle s reforms found only modest acceptance as philologists
and reactionaries rose up in unison to denounce them as precursors
of the academic ruining of germany as well as the subversion of
both church and state 24
the earlier traditional curriculum was however an accurate

reflection of the dominant influences upon education and the
general intellectual climate in germany in general during the
1830s and 40s the traditional central role of religion deriving
from reformation and pietist times had been rationalized to a
shadow of its former self religious training was to continue in the
schools not because its doctrines were true but because it provided a pragmatic moral guide for youth until they reached maturity
and were motivated by higher philosophical principles in the
years following the napoleonic age the ideological power of the
german enlightenment and its extension in the classical humanism
and idealism so magnificently articulated in the works of goethe
still abuses of this kind and so there are in american schools but the idea that
the german schoolmaster is a tyrant to pupils is surely a mistaken one seeley
common school system pp
ap 8586
85 86
paulsen geschichte 247475
2474 75
ibid
163
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schiller winckelmann herder and humboldt had raised man
especially the well rounded greek ideal of man to the level of
god 25 if man from his primeval state of goodness had by ignorance
and benighted institutions been corrupted it was the task of the
arts and education to rescue him from ignorance and degradation
man should be able to experience the freedom and full flowering
of his own personality hence the creation of a society and a system of education which would release this individual genius and
establish the dignity of every human
buman being was the primary duty of
those living in an enlightened age nor was this freedom only for
an elite few in 1792 humboldt articulated the importance of freedom for every person in his ideas to attempt to determine the
limits of state authority

let

no one believe furthermore that freedom of thought and
enlightenment are for the few in any nation that the many are
so exhausted by activities dictated by the need for earning a living
that freedom of thought is useless to them or even disturbing or
that they can best be activated by the diffusion of principles
handed down from on high while their freedom to think and
investigate is restricted there is something utterly degrading to
humanity in the very thought that some human being s right to
be human should be abrogated no one stands at such a low level
of culture that he is incapable of reaching a higher one even if
the most advanced and enlightened religious and philosophical
ideas could not reach a large part of the citizenry directly even
if it proved to be necessary to clothe the truth in such a way that
it could find a point of contact even if one were forced in other
words to speak more to their hearts and their imaginations than
to their cold reason nonetheless the widening of horizons of
scientific knowledge which is the result of freedom of thought
reaches them as well and the beneficent consequences of free unrestricted inquiry stretch over the spirit and character of a whole
nation down to its last and least knowing individual 26
As johann gottfried von herder observed
with solemn reverence we ascend
behold the forms of gods in the likeness of men the greeks
to olympus and there beholdthe
delfied
deified humanity other nations debased the thought of god and made it monstrous
but this one elevated the divine in man to deity As quoted in william S learned
Ober lehrer A study of the social and professional evolution of the german
the oberlehrer
schoolmaster cambridge mass harvard university press 1914 p 55
33
william learned summarized this view of the nineteenth century gymnasiums
pedagogical thrust
6002 the true and the
add to the faith in this trinity the good
beautiful the further conviction that the good the true and the beautiful are
supremely useful and that all together serve the purpose of a noble patriotism and
you have the dominant motives of the new humanist oberlehrer
Ober lehrer ibid p 52
zurn einem versuch
humboldt ideen zum
bersuch die grenzen der wirksam keit des
bes timmen
staats zu bestimmen
in cowan humanist p 55
33 in commenting on the message
of goethe s wilhelm meisters
Mei
lehrj ahre robert anchor notes
nelsteis lehre
nei
for the chief
question goethe raises here the one around which all the characters in the novel
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on the importance of

the individual and his development
through education humboldt wrote

all

aims invariably leads us
reflection upon ultimate or distant alms
back to the investigation of our present condition for since such
aims may be found in the highest most definite most harmonious
development of all human capacities they always lead back from
the general to the individual from the future to what is needful
right now any attempt to promote the progress of the human
which does not emanate from the organic development of its
race whichdoes
individuals is barren and chimerical if on the other hand the
individuals education is attended to its influence upon the totality
follows of itself and without specific intention 27

maeser knew his goethe schiller and humboldt well
and had absorbed many of their fundamental ideas is evident
both from the prominence of their works in the gymnasium curby references to them in maeser s written work and
ri
riculum
especially by his later espousal of similar ideas 28 for example in
school and fireside under the heading of true education he
wrote

that

every human being is a world in miniature it has its own centre
of observation its own way of forming concepts and of arriving
at conclusions its own degree of sensibility its own life s work
to do and its own destiny to reach all these features may be encompassed by general conditions governed by general laws and
subject to unforeseen influences and incidents but within the
sphere of their own activity they constitute that great principle
which we call individuality
individuality means not the mere part of existence as in
plant life nor the mere power of conscious volition as in the
animal in man it means that inheritance that separates man from
the rest of the physical creation empowers him with endless
progression and designates him as an offspring of deity
this divine attribute of man is placed for the time being at
the disposal of the educator whether in the family circle or at
school to cultivate and develop it to its utmost capacities 29
revolve is what a person must be what qualities and insights he must possess to
enable him to relate to a dehumanizing society without either being destroyed by it
goethia
bero and poet is what goethe
or compromising with it
this combination of hero
understood by genius which for him was nothing more than the normal man fully
developed
robert anchor germany confronts modernization german culture
and society 17901890
p 30
1790 1890 lexington mass D C heath 1972
humboldt das achtzehn te jahrhundert
Jahr hundert in cowan humanist p 143
maeser s school and fireside contains numerous aphorisms and couplets from
goetges
goethes
Go ethes and schillers writings see pp
ap 24 29
30 62 319 334
2930
maeyers
Maesers own articulation of education even uses much of the
ibid p 243 maesers
hig intellectual mentors
bis
same language as his
the highest aim of education lies in the
endeavor to cultivate the head heart and hand in the knowledge of and the voluntary
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german gymnasia were like the universities and much
of europe s intellectual community also at the same time under the
spell of german idealism the legacy from immanuel kant through
G F W hegel who by the 1830shad
had for a full generation domi1830s
1830shad
1850
nated philosophic thought which postulated not only the primacy
of mind both absolute and individual in the quest for truth
but exerted a powerful influence against both established religion
on the one hand and philosophic materialism on the other
lionel trilling s description of hegel s philosophy as a new kind
of secular spirituality captures the confidence of the orthodox
hegelian movement in the individual intelligence s ability to grasp
the totality of reality without resort to orthodox christian doctrines 30 maeser s later rejection of evolution especially that theory
of evolution deriving from herbert spencer as the process
underlying all phenomena in the physical and mental world
had its roots not only in his understandingof
of mormon doctrine but
understandin
understandinggof
also in idealism s rejection of its philosophic assumptions

the

according to the theory of some evolutionists all faculties
of the mind are only operations of physical forces which view reduces psychology to a mere branch of physiology the utter helplessness of the new
born infant and the very gradual awakening of
newborn
its perceptive faculties seem to sustain at first glance such a
proposition but closer analysis leads to the conclusion that the
five senses are mere means for the conveyance of impressions
behind the physical mechanism is a receptive conscious and directing mind that is endeavoring to familiarize itself with the use
of the organs of sense and motion as an apprentice begins to
handle tools and instruments placed before him mind is not the
vivi
sic
product of matter but inhabits premeates
fies
pre meates
j c and vivifies
vilifies
matter on entering the body it brings along capacities that raise
the new
born infant notwithstanding its apparent helplessness
newborn
far above any of the most advanced animal species
how did that mind come into possession of capacities entitling
it to such possibilities did these capacities originate with the
mind itself during the embryonic period if so the mind with
its wonderful capacities would be the result of the physical process
of conception and would have to terminate with the exhaustion
of the forces that started them both into activity
that is the theory of evolution there is however a grander
view of the case pointed out to us by the voice of revelation
i
obedience to the laws of the true the good and the beautiful for therein
n consists
therel
the heaven inherited right of free agency sin ignorance and coarseness are moral
and intellectual defects and exclude the complete exercise of free agency
p 116
lionel trilling and harold bloom eds victorian prose and poetry london
oxford university press 1973 p 9 cf school and fireside pp
ap 3132
31 32
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the

mind or spirit entered into this mortal sphere from a
previous state of existence known to the latter day saints as our
primeval childhood our condition in this world is as much the
natural consequence of the course pursued in our previous existence as the life hereafter will be the natural consequence of the
course pursued during mortality this great principle of pre
existence contains the keynote to the doctrine of predestination
pre destination
or rather preordination
pre ordination god never acts arbitrarily as some sec
carians
tarians would have us believe but the shaping of every mans
31
destiny is largely by his free agency in his own hands
11

it should be noted in passing that the philosophical step from
absolute mind or spirit using free men to accomplish its
purpose to the mormon view of god s direction of the world s
destiny without violating man s agency is not a prohibitive one
sometime during the course of his nine year gymnasium exhis decision to eschew a university
perience
madehis
madenis
peri ence maeser apparently made
career in order to train for a career as an elementary teacher with
this in mind he enrolled at the Friedrich
stadt teacher school in
friedrichstadt
dresden where the emphasis was much less upon scholarship and
much more upon pedagogy teacher preparation schools had little
prestige in germany in the 1840s being considered decidedly in12
ferior to the vaunted universities 32
but maeser had made a decision
to which he tenaciously adhered throughout his life to become a
great teacher 33
here he came under the indirect spell of the already famous
swiss
swis pedagogical reformer johann heinrich pestalozzi 17461827 whom maeser called the apostle of the present day educational dispensation 34 and his german disciples friedrich froebel
the founder of the kindergarten and jean herbart even a brief
pestalozzis
ozzis principles including his pedagogical
comparison of Pestal
epigrams and maeser s own approach to education reflects the debt
maeser owed and paid to his mentor 35 what maeser wrote about
pestalozzi his own students would later write about him

hegel

s

in seeking the reason for the prominence accorded this humble
and unpretentious teacher we select only a few items from his
maeser school and fireside p 109
12 12paulsen
paulsen geschichte 2277 it was taken as axiomatic that if you were a
good scholar good teaching would take care of itself
maeser s aphorism if it shall please my heavenly father 1I will be a teacher
in heaven was an expression of his early decision in an enlarged mormon context see karl G maeser sentence sermons of dr karl G maeser maeser file
BYU archives
maeser school and fireside pp
ap 26
27
2627
35
johann heinrich pestalozzi the education of man aphorisms ed william H
passim
kirkpatrick new york greenwood 1975
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long career of usefulness he discovered the mainspring of all successful instruction viz object lesson teaching by discarding textbooks with their theoretical principles and abstract rules and
basing his instructions upon objects within reach of his pupils he
brought his school into communion with the realities of life in
his celebrated work leonhard and gertrude he demonstrated
the inseparable connection between scholastic and domestic education by his loving and fatherly ways he won
wan the affection of his
pupils and by the purity of gentleness of his life he raised up
before them the authority of a worthy example
like socrates pestalozzi had many followers that developed
his ideas into various systems which are today forming their part
in the further development of theoretical and practical education 336

maeser probably entered the friedridistadt
Friedrich stadt teacher college
friedrichstadt
in 1846 on the basis of a scholarship provided annually by the
meissen nobility to two students grom
from their area 37 there were fifty
fromtheir
students whose daily routine began with getting up at 500 AM
bible reading at 530 after singing students were required to bring
a hymnbook choral book and bible then breakfast followed by
instruction beginning at 600 AM in summer and seven in winter
this particular teachers college also had a school for poor children
connected to it where students could practice teach a feature undoubtedly attractive to the budding pedagogue
by the spring of 1848 karl had completed the requirements
for graduation which included
a specific and correct knowledge of the main truths of christi
tianity familiarity with the biblical history a general knowledge of geography competence in general mathematics familiarity
with the main rules of spelling and grammar of the german
language fluency in the ability to articulate ideas an understanding of the principles of logic and psychology competence in
311
381
38
playing piano and some experience in singing

in addition the future elementary school teachers were to organize
religious truths into an orderly whole to relate them to everyday
life to avoid the appearance of affected erudition and to apply in
all subjects the general principles of pedagogy following pestalozzi students were admonished to use the practical experiences of
the school to implement the teaching they had learned finally
students were required in the second and third years the additional
maeser school and fireside pp
ap 2627
26 27
christian traugott otto die schule und des schullehrerseminar
schullehrei seminar zu friedrich
fiiedrich
stadt dresden von 1785
schen buchhandlung
huflage dresden amoldschen
1835 2 auflage
Arnold
arnoldschen
Amold
17851835
1836

p 60

ibid

p

61
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year was for those who had not graduated from a gymnasium to
teach one hour per day prepare two original german language and
two musical compositions per month to learn and preach sermons
and to play the organ they were also required to sing in the choir
and perform in concerts 39
but this was not the end of the preparation each student was
also required to complete an apprenticeship of two years as a
teacher s assistant or as a private tutor maeser chose the latter
course and went in the spring of 1848 to the village of goerkau
Go erkau
then part of the austrian empire just across the border in present
day czechoslovakia to tutor lutheran children living in this catholic area though he may have returned for visits from
time to time
fromtime
during the two years he was not directly in dresden during those
tumultuous months of 1848 and 1849 when much of europe germany and saxony especially leipzig
erupted in revolution
nevertheless maeser s sympathies as already noted were firmly
committed to the liberal constitutional party the party of most
saxon intellectuals led by professor karl biedermann in leipzig
their program called for an extension of the liberties provided in
the 1831 constitution for the development of a responsible parliamentary check upon the powers of the monarchy and for the unification of all german states into a united germany under a liberal
constitution 040 this position reflected both maeser s enthusiastic
liberal and national sentiment and put
him squarely in
the camp of
inthe
puthim
pui
euthim
those seeking a moderate and realistic solution to the promotion
of his cherished ideal the enlarged freedom of the individual he
seems even then to have realized that the freedom to think the
keystone of the german classical humanist tradition was inadequate
for real human freedom and creativity a lesson which most germans
would not fully learn for nearly a century
unfortunately by 1849 all signs of revolutionary political
achievement had faded not only in saxony but in germany as a
whole reaction and repression set in under the iron fist of the
ultraconservative count beust thousands of saxons emigrated in
the early fifties draining the land of some of its best brains and
most highly skilled artisans 41 maeser returned to dresden to begin
O

ibid
Blanck meister saechsische kirchengeschichte
dresden verlag von
franz blanckmeister
sturur 1899 p 398
franz sturup
aus isachsen
auswanderun
sachsen im 19 lahrhundert
hildegard rosenthal die auswanderung
jahrhundert
hundert
Jahr
lahr
tahr bundeff
stuttgart ausland und helmat verlag 1931 p 28 during the
1871
1815
18151871
1861 4531 saxons emigrated to north america 3260 to
following years 1853
18531861
other german states and 1283 to other countries
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his career as a teacher and perhaps to prepare himself for marriage
and a family not having attended a university nor being yet twenty

four andthus
and thus old enough to pass the second teachers examination
andtius
maeser was only qualified to teach provisionally in the elementary
grades it is probable that he returned to meissen as a substitute
teacher for a year or two and then seeing his opportunity responded
to an advertisement in the dresdner An
zeiger 25 march 1852 soanzeiger
li
substitute teachers for two of dresden s buergerschulen
Buerger schulen 42
liciting
here maeser met the principal carl immanuel mieth who hired
buch for dresden records him as a teacher in
him the Adress
adressbuch
mieth s school in the first district during the years 1852 and
1853 43 during the second year 1853 eduard schoenfeld later to
be his brother in law and fellow mormon joined the faculty and
also joined maeser in frequent visits to the mieth home where the
young teachers shared an interest in the principals two daughters
by 1854 maeser had moved to a new private school on the outskirts
of dresden the budich institute undoubtedly maeser was drawn
Ober lehrer
to the institute not only by the theopportunity
opportunity to become an oberlehrer
assistant master teacher but also because it provided a more conducive setting for the implementation of his innovative pedagogical
principles the school was originally a four year preparatory one for
to do well in regular public schools but was soon exunable
those unableto
unableto
tended to a kind of special continuing education school for students
especially girls up to age sixteen apparently professor budich
had had some difficulty in communicating the purpose of his school
to the community in the 29 march 1852 edition of the dresdner
An
blatt he countered the rumor then circulating
Tage flatt
zeiger und tageblatt
tagehlatt
fiatt
anzeiger
out that both
pointinggout
that his school was only for young children pointingout
pointin
boys and girls over twelve years of age were enrolled then to
answer apparent accusations about the academic respectability of
his institution he noted that in addition to instruction in french
and english the upper classes also taught latin and greek the tradit
ditional
ional touchstones of true education 44
it was while preparing his lectures for the religion classes at
the institute that maeser confronted directly the spiritual crisis
which had been building in him in this he shared a predicament
with most of the european intellectuals of his age this was not
only the age of hegel and marx but of kierkegaard and carlyle
blatt 25 march 1852
An zeiger und Tage
tageblatt
dresdner anzeiger
buch der stadt dresden staatsarchiv dresden bd AA
Adress
adressbuch
anzeiger
dresdner An
29 march 1852
zeiger
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of matthew arnold and tennyson all of whom caught in the intellectual
lectual and spiritual maelstrom swirling around the centers of
tel
enlightenment and science were gradually losing their faith in
religion and religious systems and were struggling to see purpose
in life and the universe As lionel trilling has trenchantly observed
event in the lives of
the dark night of nihilism was a common
thoughtful men of the 19th century 45
maeser was particularly put off bythe
by the traditional petty quarrels
between protestants and catholics in saxony 46 neither partisans
seemed to understand that their quibbling was only a surface diversion the battle in the trenches already taking recognizable
shape was a battle between christianity and its means of human salvation and the newer secular philosophies which were later augmented by fully articulated darwinism and marxism and the obvious materialist cultural values springing up with industrialization
these were not only successful in wooing away the intellectuals
but served as a kind of justification for the growing religious indifference of the common people throughout europe
maeser has lefttwo
his own spiritual strugleft two brief glimpses into hisown
disown
be found himself in when his attengle and the agnostic condition he
tion was first drawn to an account describing the evidences of
spiritual and religious vitality of the maligned american sect the
mormons
cormons
Mor mons in an article how I1 became a mormon
published
be wrote
later in life in the improvement era he
As oberlehrer
Oberlehrer at the budich institute neustadt 1I like most of
bad become imbued with the
my fellow teachers in germany had
scepticism that characterizes to a large extent the tendency of modern higher education but 1I was realizing at the same time the unsatisfactory condition of a mind that has nothing to rely on but
the ever changing proposition of speculative philosophy
although filled with admiration of the indomitable courage
sincere devotion and indefatigable energy of the great german
reformer martin luther 1I could not fail to see that his work
had been merely an initiatory one and that the various protestant
sects taking their initiative from the revolutionary stand of the
heroic monk at wittenberg and worms had entirely failed to
comprehend the mission of the reformation the only strength of
prose p 9
meister has drawn a fascinating picture of how the two major sects
Blanck
blanckmeister
quarreled over superficial matters while saxons were perishing in unbelief cf
saechsische kirchengeschichte p 368ff A scathing critique of organized christianity
in germany by the influential young german author karl gutzkow calls religion an
verzweiflung am
attitude of despair about the purposive nature of the world
gestaendnisse ueber religion und christentum
Christen tum
weltzweck
Welt zweck see karl gutzkow
deutschland
Deutsch land stuttgart phillip reclama
reclam 1966 p 207lunge deutschlande
in das junge

trilling victorian
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protestantism seemed to be its negative position to the catholic
church while in most of the positive doctrines of the multifarious
protestant sects their antagonism to one another culminated only
too often in uncompromising zealotry these ideas illustrate in
the main my views on religious subjects at that time and are explanatory
plan atory of the fact that scepticism had undermined the religious
impressions of my childhood days and why infidelity now known
by its modern name as agnosticism was exercising its disintegrating influence upon me
in that dark period of my life when 1I was searching for a
foothold among the political social philosophical and religious
opinions of the world my attention was called to a pamphlet on
mormons
Mormons written by a man named busch the author wrote
the cormons
in a spirit of opposition to that strange people but his very illogical
deductions and sarcastic invectives aroused my curiosity and an
ir resistable desire to know more about the subject of the authors
animadversion caused me to make persistent inquiries concerning
it 47

maeyers
in his memorial address given in meissen in 1926 maesers
Mae sers
former student james E talmage remembered
even as 1I have heard the story from his lips direct 1I tell it to you
he had undertaken to prepare a lecture or thesis on the distinctive characteristics of the many and varied churches of the day
by a fortuitous coincidence during the time of his research he
came across a newspaper story relating to the latter day saints
depicting them in a very unfavorable light even mis
mls
misrepresenting
representing
them by such epitaphs as fanatical unchristianlike
un christian like dishonest and
immoral generally but the writer of this article which was intended to be calumnious and derogatory told also of the wonderful growth and development of these strange people in the valley
of the rocky mountains of the growing commonwealth they had
planted in the desert of their achievements in agriculture and indu
dustrial
strial areas with the analytical vision of a trained reasoner and
moreover with the open and unbiased mind of an honest man a
theinconsistency of these conlover of truth karl G maeser saw the inconsistency
tradictory assertions 1 I knew he has said to me many times
that no people could develop and thrive as the facts showed the
latter day saints to have done and at the same time be of a degraded nature and base ideals 48

the

story of maeser s investigation of mormonism and conversion to the church in 1855 is well known the spiritual manife
festation
which followed the ordinance the speaking in tongues
with elder franklin D richards provided a supernatural bene
karl G maeser

vember

18992326
189923 26

talmage

how

in honor of

1I

became a mormon

dr karl G

improvement era

3 noano
3no

maeser
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diction to maeser s quest to know of god and his will which
nourished him his family and his students for several generations
As eduard schoenfeld observed from that time karl G maeser
was a changed man
As by magic he was at once transformed changed illumined yes
inspired the skeptic of yesterday was at once the ardent advocate
of real religion not because he had found some new passage in
the bible but because his soul had been touched the way was
clear he knew it for himself
had hold of the
he now
right key god had silently placed it in his hands and all was
49
clear to him

maeser had thus acquired the
tile spiritual foundation for a whole
tlle
philosophy of life and education the reality of god and the
validity of his word not only gave him the overwhelming sense
of purpose in life he had been seeking in his own soul but
provided a foundation from which the objectives of the german
idealist philosophers and pedagogues
pedago gues could be achieved he only
needed time for the fuller development of his educational philosophy and an opportunity to implement it that opportunity would
not maeser knew come in saxony the repressive regime of
count beust following the revolution of 1848
49 suppressed in184849
novation in every phase of life neither political nor religious
freedom both of which maeser craved existed neither did his
chances for employment as a teacher now that he had joinedthe
the
join
joined
edthe
mormon sect but in any case the climate for teachers committed
to educational reform along pestalozzian principles was at best
dismal adding to these reasons the inward call to build up zion
he decided to take his family fellow members and friends and join
the throng who were leaving saxony for aa new beginning in
america from then on the united states of america became his
spiritual home and the building of the kingdom his consuming
mission
loss of men and women like karl G maeser for germany
and german education would not be felt directly until well into
the next century during the latter half of the nineteenth century
german secondary and higher education developed a world
renowned reputation for seminars scholarship and sophisticated
culture in philology history philosophy theology law economics
and in the rapidly developing sciences german universities drew

the

admiring students and professors from all over the world
schoenfeld

dr karl

one

G maeser
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trained at a german university had
bad sat at the feet of the accepted
masters and bathed himself in the glow of erudition and fame
but beneath the glittering exterior all was not well the obtives of humboldt goethe and the early educational reformers
jec
jectives
bad been thwarted instead of a abroad
had
broad education for ever extending
bad chosen a few for
generations of german youth specialization had
lifetimes of pedantry and technical competence while forgetting the
broad development of the mind and the training for political and
social responsibility german education and with it german society
was in trouble one prominent historian hajo holborn looking
back on some possible explanations for the german catastrophe
of the twentieth century concluded

it would

be one sided to look at the rise and the subsequent support of the nazi party exclusively in terms of social
conflict the actual decline of german education goes far to explain not only why so many germans voted the nazis into power
but also why they were willing to condone so many of their subsequent crimes german education hardly dealt with the whole
man it chiefly produced men proficient in special skills or special
knowledge but lacking not only in the most primitive preparations
for civic responsibility but also in a canon of absolute ethical
commitments although the churches provided this for a good
many people and to a greater extent within the roman catholic
church than within the protestant churches the number of germans who looked to the church for guidance was limited the
higher philosophy and the humanities of the period were largely
formalistic or relativistic and did not produce a firm faith in these
circumstances it was inevitable that so many people fell for cheap
and simple interpretations of life and history as offered by the
racists
young people in particular this proved an irresistible

to

temptation

50

during its recent centennial celebration the community of
scholars at BYU was reminded anew of its unique educational opunities privileges and responsibilities to contemporary society
portunities
port
president spencer W kimball has reaffirmed with emphasis the
prophetic challenges givenhere
given here in 1968 and president john howard
of rockford college speaking at the 1976 april commencement
challenged us all to conquer a wilderness disguised as civilization
which is subtle and fluid and elusive 51 this challenge is however not just for BYU nor just for america but for the world we
hajo
haj 0 holborn A history
haio

813

of

modern germany

new york knopf 1969

p

john A howard

outraged by silence speeches at the loist annual
commencement brigham young university 23 april 1976
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could do worse than to take dr maeser s philosophy of life and
education back to europe and to the rest of the world as an alternative to the confusion purposelessness and appeal of the hollow
marxist humanism which now prevails as an outgrowth of the
secularization of western education and society during the past
two centuries
maeser s principles are as relevant today as they were in the
last quarter of the nineteenth century like him we still need to
make a better attempt to be whole men before we teach our
students about wholeness education is still of a piece combining
the secular with the spiritual the school with the fireside
teachers need to have an emotional as well as an intellectual
commitment to the dignity of all men as children of god whether
rich or poor black or white gifted or dull and to their callings to
help develop the slumbering potential in those children like
maeser we must be humble before god and learn even by faith
but also be bold and courageous in addressing ourselves to our
colleagues and to the world we must be willing to work as bard
hard
and devotedly as he did to become both scholars in our disciplines
as well as informed citizens of the world community and fellow
citizens with the saints in the household of faith when this takes
place then just as maeser s vision of an outward university on
temple hill has seen its fulfillment in our day so will the
spiritual and intellectual soul which should permeate those buildings become a living reality
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